Simple approach 1: Run two copies of each job instead of one, so that at least one can always complete even if one core fails; and if no core fails, upon completion of one job copy, the other one is terminated early. This is inefficient, as it doubles the processing capacity requirements, so no task set with utilisation above 50% would be schedulable.
Simple approach 2: When a core fails, launch from scratch the killed job. This only increases processing requirements marginally and transitively, when the core fails, but it cannot provide resilience in the general case, e.g., if the WCET of the killed and restarted job exceeds the time left until the deadline. Therefore, our proposed solution involves launching a copy of every job by a task ⌧ i , not immediately but after a fixed, designer-set and task-specific offset O i from its arrival. The selection of the job is a trade-off. A small O i increases the amount of redundant execution but leaves more slack until the deadline, in case of failure. The optimal O i is the biggest value for which schedulability is ensured. We formulated in [3] how to compute this for each task (in order of decreasing priority). Via task set transofrmations, our analysis piggybacks on the state-of-the-art analysis [2] for global fixed-priority scheduling. However, too many unrealistic assumptions were made, that we must now address, to make our approach practical:
Resource sharing: Every real-world system has shared resources, guarded by critical sections and semaphores/ locks put in place by the developer. We plan to adapt existing resource management protocols (possibly, MrsP [1] ) and integrate the blocking terms into the WCRT equations by Guan et al. [2] , that we piggyback upon. Yet, special provisions must be made for tasks dying during a shared resource access. In particular, shared resource accesses should support transaction semantics, with commit and rollback and all cases must be covered.
Race conditions/synchronisation hazards from the coexistence of jobs by the same task: In addition to explicitly shared resources, by different tasks, our proposed scheduling approach must handle another challenge: When two job copies by the same task coexist in the system, they may both access resources for which the programmer never expected any concurrent access by different processes, if the coding was oblivious to our scheduling arrangement that uses job copies for resilience. Operating on process-local variables, where applicable, is one solution; using critical sections is another. A third solution is reasoning about the location of resource accesses inside the code and eliminating the hazards via appropriate adjustment of the offset O i and the task priority; in the general case, this will require complex additional analysis.
Core failure detection: In practice, even with hardware support, detecting core failures will still require some software support. Therefore, it will have some latency and associated scheduling overheads. These must be incorporated into the analysis, considering exactly how the failure detection facility is implemented.
Launching and early termination of copy jobs: A software facility is required for (i) tracking the arrivals of the main jobs, (ii) launching the copy jobs at the appropriate offsets and (iii) keeping track of job completions in order to immediately also terminate short of completion the corresponding job copies. Its overheads must also be added to the analysis. (Note that, e.g., in case of different control flows, an overlapping copy job might complete before its corresponding main job, and then it is the main job that should be terminated.)
